Local sensors in distributed multi-target tracking systems are different in types for different missions. So local sensors usually have different sampling rates and transfer asynchronous track data to fusion centre. The current track association algorithms are mostly synchronous track association algorithms based on time alignment. Tracks need to be synchronized before the algorithms applied. But it brings extra estimation error when using the time alignment method. And the estimation error spreads at the same time, which affects the performance of the track association algorithm. To solve this problem, this paper presents an algorithm for asynchronous track to track association without time alignment. This paper provides a method of Real to Interval Transformation (RTIT) to describe the real number track sequences as interval number track sequences. Then a new distance measurement for the interval sequence is defined to measure the differences of each track sequence. So the correlation degree can be calculated, which describes the similarity degree between each track. Also the track association conclusion can be made. Simulation results show that the presented method can effectively solve the asynchronous track-to-track association problem, and the correct association rate maintains on high level.
Introduction
The problem of track correlation has been a key and difficult problem in multi-target tracking system. The previous track correlation algorithms are about synchronous track correlation, assuming that each local sensor works synchronously, and data were transferred to the fusion center at the same time [1, 2] . The asynchronous problem is often encountered actually, because the local sensors in the system are often with different sampling rates, as well as the sensors have different communication delays. Currently, the main solution is, to synchronize the tracks firstly, and to use the synchronous track association algorithms then. But it brings extra estimation error when using the time alignment method. And the estimation error spreads at the same time, which affects the performance of the track association algorithm.
Grey relational analysis is a method to study less data, poor information and uncertainty problems [3] . When applied to the problem of track correlation, it can effectively solve the problem that tracks are lack of information and with large error. The basic idea of grey relational analysis is based on the similarity of sequence curve geometry to judge whether the relation is close. It is one of the effective ways to solve the problem of asynchronous track association. This paper presents an algorithm for asynchronous track to track association without time alignment.
Track model
We assume that there is M local sensors tracking N targets in the public area. The track number produced by local sensors is same, which is equal to the target number N. Let { } 
In this equation, Sensors may have different sampling frequency due to different tasks. The direct result is that, in a certain processing cycle, the number of track points from each sensor is different, and the correlation detection cannot be done directly. We assume the sampling period of sensor s and sensor w were s T and w T ( s w T T ). Correspond to the time of a sampling period of sensor s, sensor w may have a number of track points, which is depending on the number of sampling period ratio . Its expression is The size of determines the length differences between the two tracks at the same proceeding period. The larger is, the more sensor s's sampling periods is corresponding to a sampling period of sensor w. Because of the sampling period ratio k is uncertain, the track points number of sensor s is not certain corresponding to a sampling period of sensor w. Even when the sampling period ratio is known, the track point number in different period of sensor w is not same (As shown in Figure 2 ). This makes the traditional time alignment asynchronous correlation algorithm more complex. Based on this idea, this paper presents an asynchronous track-to-track association algorithm without time alignment.
Correlation Algorithm

The interval form of tracks
In order to eliminating the need for time alignment, tracks will now be described as asynchronous interval gray numbers, gives the following definition.
Definition 1 
By making each of its two adjacent points as the lower and upper limit of interval gray number, the interval gray number form of the tracks can be expressed as
We call the method describing asynchronous interval Real to Interval Transformation for equal sampling sensors. 
Then we spread the track i w Z into small sequences, which contain several points each. We make each of the small squences' first and last points as the lower and upper limit of an interval gray number. So the track sequences can be transformed to interval number sequences. It is necessary to note that an interval number's time mark is a period of time, rather than a time point.
After the above processing, we can get the interval gray number description for any sampling period ratio . The approach of the track point sequence described as interval gray number sequence can be understood as making the discrete data continuous partly. And the time mark of track sequence is a time segment of small pieces, which is conducive to improve the success rate of the association.
Grey correlation degree calculation
Grey system theory is the theoretical tool to analyze the problem of small-data and uncertainty problem. The basic idea of gray relational analysis is based on geometry similarity of sequence curves to judge whether relation is close. The closer curves are, the greater the degree of correlation between the corresponding sequence is, whereas the smaller. Interval description of the track sequences are not all same in time mark. But the same target track sequence from different local sensors, is still the same or similar in geometry curve. The similarity in nonhomologous track is almost non-existent. So the grey correlation is used to solve the problem of asynchronous track association.
Grey correlation degree of i w Z and j s Z can be expressed as
is the resolution coefficient. Generally we let The definition of distance refers to the Reference [4] . The distance between interval gray number [ , ] l u a a a and
3.3 Track Association guidelines
We use the maximum correlation criterion, taking the largest integrated similarity corresponding track as track track association, namely Then track 2 * * j j U is judged to be homologous to track i correspondingly in the track set 2 U , and need no longer be correlation matched with other tracks. In the expression is the threshold, which could be got by simulation.
In order to control the end of track correlation detection and termination, * ( ) 
simulation
In this section, some simulation results are given to show the performance of the proposed approach. To evaluate the performance of the approach, the correct association probability is introduced by Monte Carlo simulation as below:
Where, ( ) Ec k represents the correct association probability at time t L is the repeated times; N is the number of targets in the common detection aero. At Environment 1: =3, 1 T =0.2s, 2 T =0.6s; Environment 2: =4, 1 T =0.2s, 2 T =0.8s; Environment 3: =5, 1 T =0.2s, 2 T =1.0s; Environment 4: =6, 1 T =0.2s, 2 T =1.2s. Figure 2 shows the correctly associated probability curve in four different sampling period ratio, after 100 times Monte Carlo simulation. By the figure we can see that the correct correlation probability is of high level in four kinds of environment. And the sampling period ratio is an important factor affecting the convergence speed. The smaller the sampling period ratio is, the faster the convergence speed of the curve is. When the sampling period ratio is larger, the process of the RTIT will discard more track points, which affect the quality of track association. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm in condition of different system error and dense targets, we change the system error and target number, and get the result in table 1. From the chart we can see that when the system error gets bigger, the correct association probability just drops a little; the algorithm can get good result of the association in case of dense targets, and the correct association probability keeps above 97%. All the result shows that the approach can effectively adapt to the complex environment of dense targets and certain system error. 
Conclusions and discussions
Some attempts are made to solve asynchronous track association in this paper. It is consist of two steps: one is the process of Real to Interval Transformation to describe the real number track sequences as interval number track sequences, and the other is to measure the difference between track sequences. The simulation results show that the proposed approach can provide an effective solution to the asynchronous track association, and is with high correct association probability.
